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C HAPT E R 1 Finding Your Way

How can we locate the Atlantic provinces within
Canada, North America, and the world?

CHAPTER 2

I
'#"-"'"»'

Our Natural Environment

How big is Atlantic Canada,
and what are its main land and

water forms?

How do people in the region
interact with their natural envi¬

ronment?

*

CHAPTER I The Changing Weather
What are the basic weather and climate patterns
of Atlantic Canada?

CHAPTER 4 A Place to Live

Which main groups of people
have lived in Atlantic Canada

over the centuries?

Where have people in the region
settled, and why have they gone
to;|he#,ta!kms! a^.^w,^



CHAPTER 1

Rnding four Haq

Figure 1.1 The Amphion, an ore carrier about two football fields in length, was carry¬
ing a load of steel from Germany to Philadelphia, USA, when it encountered high winds
and heavy seas east of Newfoundland. The captain sent out a distress signal that was
picked up by satellite and beamed all over the world.

You are a Coast Guard officer stationed at the Halifax
Rescue Coordination Centre on January 10, 1996. You
have just received a distress signal regarding the Amphion,

a bulk carrier adrift in an ocean with three-storey-high waves.
The lives of the 24 crew members are at risk, unless a rescue
crew can reach them soon. The nearest port is St. John's,
Newfoundland, 900 km away.

How will you tell rescue vessels where to find the Amphion?
What methods could they use to locate the vessel?
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Figure 1.2 Rescue centres in Falmouth,
England, and New York, USA, relayed the
location of the Amphion to the Halifax Rescue
Coordination Centre. The officers and crew of
the vessel were rescued, in a race against
time, by the Canadian fisheries patrol vessel
the Leonard!. Cowley (foreground).



Finding Location U$inc
Latitude and Longitude

The Atnphion sent out its distress signal using the
universal language of location: latitude and longi¬
tude. Many of the ways that we use to find places
are based on these imaginary lines on the surface of
the earth. On maps and globes, lines of latitude are
drawn east-west to show distances north or south

of the equator (0°). The greatest distances are to the
North Pole (90°N) or to the South Pole (90°S). Each
line of latitude runs parallel to the equator, all around
the world.

Lines of longitude are drawn north-south from
pole to pole to show distances east or west of the
Prime Meridian (0°), which passes through
Greenwich, England. The greatest distance is on the
opposite side of the globe, in the mid-Pacific, at 180°,
travelling either east or west from the Prime
Meridian. Every line of longitude runs straight from
the North Pole to the South Pole.

The Prime Meridian (0°) and the 180° line of
longitude divide the globe into two halves, the
Eastern Hemisphere and the Western Hemisphere.
The equator divides the globe into the Northern
Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere.

Each degree of longitude or latitude consists of
exactly 60 minutes (') However, one degree of lati¬
tude equals approximately 111 km on the earth's
surface, while the distance covered by one degree of
longitude varies depending on the distance north
or south from the equator.

Latitude and longitude lines intersect to make up
a set of coordinates to indicate the absolute loca¬

tion of any point on the earth's surface. For example,
the absolute location of the rescue centre in St. John's,

Newfoundland, from which the Leonard }. Cowley
set sail, is 47°35'N, 52°40'W. By using these coordi¬
nates you can find the precise location on the map in
Figure 1.8. The relative location of a place is not as
precise, but it gives you a good idea of the general
area in which a place is located. Relative location is
usually described in terms of distance or direction
from another place. Halifax, for example, is a
Canadian port city centrally located on the Atlantic
coast of Nova Scotia.

Figure 1.3 Lines of latitude and longitude
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FOCUS ON FIGURE 1.8

1. Identify the lines of latitude and longitude on this map. Between
which two lines of latitude and which two lines of longitude is
Atlantic Canada located?

2. Describe the relative location of each of the four Atlantic capitals.
3. Record the absolute location of each of the capitals.

Figure 1.4
Charlottetown, capital of
Prince Edward Island

Figure 1.7
St. John's, capital of
Newfoundland and

Labrador
Figure 1.8 Canada: The Atlantic Provinces
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Finding Location with the Global
Positioning System

Traditionally, mariners calculated their latitude by measuring, in degrees, the
height of the North Star above the horizon. To find longitude, they first cal¬
culated the local time by observing the sun's position. They then compared
the local time with Greenwich time (at the Prime Meridian), which they had
recorded on a timepiece called a chronometer.

Today, navigators use various technologies, including the Global Positioning
System (GPS) to find their location. GPS consists of a fleet of satellites that
orbit the earth twice a day to give the precise time and location
of any place on the earth. A ship can use GPS to determine
its latitude and longitude quickly and accurately.

Figure 1.9 The GPS receiver
on a ship, aircraft, car, or person
receives a signal from at least
three satellites. The receiver is

programmed to calculate the dis¬
tance to each satellite automati¬

cally. It then uses the distances to
calculate the absolute location of

the object, place, or person.

DID YOU KNOW...?

GPS has a wide variety of uses. For
example, the system was used in
the construction of the Confed¬

eration Bridge between New
Brunswick and Prince Edward

Island. It allowed construction

crews to position the pier supports
in the Northumberland Strait accu¬

rately, within 1 cm of the planned
location. GPS is also used by some

transportation companies to track
their trucks, and some long-distance
hikers use GPS to give them precise
location for setting a course through
unfamiliar terrain. In addition, GPS

can be used by people who are visu¬
ally challenged to "navigate"
through unfamiliar neighbourhoods.
The individual carries a small com¬

puter pack that has the locations

for street intersections in a specific
city stored in its memory. The device
receives signals from three satel¬
lites to calculate the position of the
individual as he or she stands at an

intersection. The computer then
matches this position with one of
the positions stored in its memory
and communicates the match as a

voice message.

Finding Your Way



Crreer Focus:
Meet h Corst Gurrd Crptrin
Captain Rosemary Lundrigan was born in Nova Scotia. As a
superintendent of planning with the Operational Services
Directorate in St. John's, Newfoundland, she is responsible for
organizing the yearly operations of Coast Guard vessels.

Figure 1.10 Captain Lundrigan

Q: Did you always want to
have a career related to the
sea?

A: I first became interested back in

high school. During Career Days
someone from the Coast Guard

College came to the school to talk
about their work and the three-year
program ofstudy in Navigation and
Engineering at the College in
Sydney. I wanted to do something
different, so I applied to the Coast
Guard College.

Q: How well did
your education
prepare you for
your job?
A: The program at the
Coast Guard College
provided the necessary
knowledge, but it was
only the beginning.
When you are first
hired, you start with a
low certificate level.

While at sea, you get
practical experience to
qualify you to write
examinations for other

certificates. It can take

up to ten years to
acquire the Master
Mariner level.

Q: What are your main
duties with the Coast

Guard?

A: As a superintendent of planning
I help to deploy our fleet vessels
each year, making crew arrange¬
ments, assessing costs, and con¬
firming the work that crew
members have to do. I miss the
work on board the vessels. I came

ashore to have my family (I have
two little girls). But I'd go back now
if I ever had the opportunity.

Q: Is it necessary to speak a
second language in the
Coast Guard?

A: It is a requirement that
Canadian primary search and res¬
cue vessels have a percentage of
French-speaking people on board. I
studied French at Coast Guard

College, and I'm now bilingual. It
has been useful at times in com¬

municating with ships that have
French-speaking crews.

Q: Does the Coast Guard
use the Global Positioning
System (GPS)?
A: Oh yes, it does. Everybody uses
GPS, although we use the Loran C
system as well. Loran stands for
Long-range navigation. It's a sys¬
term for determining location using
signals from radio transmitters.

Q: Are people surprised
when they find out that you
are with the Coast Guard?

A: Yes. I'm still surprised at that,
even though I've been in the Coast
Guard for 20 years. There are a fair
number of women in the Coast

Guard, but we're so few over all.
Attitudes are changing, but very
slowly.
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Q: Are there any experi¬
ences that stand out in your
mind?

A: There are quite a few. I remem¬
her one severe storm off
Newfoundland's west coast when

ice began to build up on the upper
part of the ship. I was Chief Officer
at the time, and I was down below

having a cup of tea after having
been relieved from the bridge by the
captain. The rough water sent dishes
flying down in the galley. We were
on our way to search for a fishing

boat that had disappeared. We did
recover some of the bodies, which
made me feel very bad.

Once I was the commanding
officer of the Harp, a primary
Search and Rescue vessel based in

St. Anthony. It was the first time in
Newfoundland and Labrador that

a woman in the Coast Guard was a

commanding officer. Sometimes
when I had to take a vessel in tow,
those on the other boat would ask

questions to test me. But I could
always convince them that I was the

commanding officer and prove that
I knew my stuff.

Q: Would you recommend
this job to other people?
A: I'd recommend it, but not to the
weak-hearted by any means. It's not
a job you do for eight hours a day
and go home and forget about. But if
you want something challenging,
something that will take you to many
areas of our great country, and
something in a marine way of life,
the Coast Guard is the way to go.

APPLYING YOUR SKILLS

1. a) You are the radio operator aboard the
Amphion. According to Figure 1.1, what coordi¬
nates for your absolute location would you give
Search-and-Rescue in Halifax?

b) How would you describe the relative loca¬
tion of the Amphion?

c) From which of the following ports would
you hope that a Search-and-Rescue vessel
would be available: Saint John, New Brunswick;
Halifax, Nova Scotia; or St. John's,
Newfoundland? Explain.

2. On February 3, 1996, an ocean-going tug
towed the Amphion into a port at 44°40'N,
63°30'W. Identify this port.

3. Using a globe or atlas, describe the location of
Atlantic Canada with respect to the four hemi¬
spheres.

ANALYZING AND REFLECTING

4. Do you agree with the following statement?
"Technology was key to the rescue of the crew
of the Amphion." Give reasons for your view.

5. Operations such as the rescue of the Amphion's
crew are very expensive. Who do you think
should pay: ship owners, taxpayers in the clos¬
est country, or international agencies?

6.

7.

a) Discuss your ideas in class.

b) Make a short speech or write a "letter to
the editor" giving your views.

a) What skills and personal qualities do you
think helped Captain Lundrigan become suc¬
cessful in her job?

b) Which aspects of a Coast Guard career
might interest you? Explain.

What steps do you think could be taken to
encourage more women to join the Coast
Guard? Discuss your ideas in a group.

CONNECTING AND EXTENDING

8. In groups, role play the Rescue Centre response
to the Amphion's distress signal. Assign appro¬
priate roles (e.g., shift supervisor, communica¬
tions officers, response coordinators, etc.) to
analyze the problem and set a course of action.
Follow these steps:

a) Summarize available information.

b) Determine what additional data you need
to respond effectively.

c) Determine the urgency of the situation.

d) Propose a course of action.

Finding Your Way



Finding Places from the Air

Most of us will never have to pinpoint a ship's loca¬
tion in thousands of square kilometres of open sea.
For a variety of reasons, however, we all need to
know how to find our way around our own region
or community. There are many ways to find loca¬
tion, using everything from a satellite image of a
whole province to a street map.

With satellite technology, it is possible to obtain
pictures of enormous regions of the earth. Satellites
orbiting the earth about every 103 minutes at an
altitude of 700 to 920 km can photograph an area
measuring 185 km2. In a satellite image, we can

distinguish both physical and cultural features of an
area. Physical features, such as river valleys, occur
as a result of natural forces. Cultural features are

either made by humans or show the imprint of
human activity. Examples of cultural features
include farming and settlement patterns, highways,
bridges, or buildings.

Figure 1.12 shows a satellite image of the
Chignecto Bay area in New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. The exercises below will help you examine
this image.

APPLYING YOUR SKILLS

1. Construct a map of the area shown in the satel¬
lite image in Figure 1.12.

a) Draw a grid that you can use to indicate
locations on the map. Use a ruler to divide the
left and right edges into five equal segments;
assign a letter from A to E to identify each seg¬
ment. Then divide the top and bottom edges
into five equal segments; assign numerals 1 to
5 to identify the segments.

b) Use the colour key to interpret the satellite
image. On your map, sketch and label physical
features such as forested areas, hills, rivers,

bays, and peninsulas; and cultural features such
as farmland, roads, and communities.

c) On the map, find and label the following
cities or towns: Moncton, Dorchester, Sackville,
and Amherst.

2. The following chart identifies features on the
satellite image. Indicate whether each is a phys¬
ical or cultural feature and, where possible, find
its absolute location according to your grid.
Use an atlas, if necessary.

3.

Feature

Moncton

Amherst

Hopewell Cape
NS/NB border
Petitcodiac River

A cultivated area

A highway
An airport

Absolute

Physical Cultural Location

A service centre is a community that provides
goods and services for communities in its sur¬
rounding area. It is usually larger than other com¬
munities and has transportation links with them.

a) Identify a service centre on the satellite
image.

b) What is its relative location in terms of
another nearby community?

c) What services do you think this centre
would offer? Consider retail and trade, financial

(e.g., banks), administrative (e.g., government
offices), health, and any other services.

Physical Setting
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Figure 1.12 A view of the Chignecto Bay area from
approximately 900 km in space.

Figure 1.13 Tantramar Marsh, among others, was drained for
cultivation by settlers to the Chignecto Isthmus during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.



Finding Your Way with a Topographic Map
You have decided to vacation in Prince Edward

Island and would like to rent a cottage near the
Prince Edward Island National Park. You want to

get a detailed look at the area in order to make a
decision, so you use a topographic map. Find exam¬
ples of the following features on Figure 1.14:

ÿ Physical features, such as vegetation, lakes,
rivers, marsh, hills and valleys. The map key
explains how symbols and colours are used to
do this; for example, wooded areas are in green
and water features in blue.

Cultural features, such as highways, bridges,
sports tracks, buildings, and built-up areas.
Again, the map key shows the symbols used for
this purpose; for example, a tent indicates a
campsite; a skiing figure indicates a ski area.

The elevation, or height, of the land, through
the use of numbered contour lines. These are

imaginary lines that connect points at the same
height above sea level.

Figure 1.14 A topographic map of the Brackley-Stanhope Beach area, Prince Edward Island. The Prince Edward Island National
Park, which extends 40 km along the island's northern shore, was established to protect a wide variety of physical features: sand
dunes, red cliffs, marshes, ponds, and saltwater beaches, as well as various types of vegetation.
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Figure 1.15 Dalvay-by-the-Sea, Prince Edward Island. What
physical and cultural features can you see?

ÿ Location through use of a grid consisting of
numbered blue lines.

ÿ Direction through use of the same grid. The
horizontal lines run west-east and the vertical

lines run north-south.

Pinpointing Locations on
a Topographic Map
Features are not always located
conveniently where two grid lines
intersect on a topographic map.
The bridge at Cape Stanhope, for
example, is in the block to the
right of line 88 and above line 41.
How do we pinpoint the exact
location? First, we mentally divide
the distance between the grid lines
into tenths and estimate the loca¬

tion. Thus, because the bridge is
about seven-tenths of a grid space
beyond 88, we designate the east-
west location as 88.7. Because the

bridge is about six-tenths of a grid
space beyond 41, we designate the north-south loca¬
tion as 41.6. We then simplify the two location indi¬
cators to "887" and "416," respectively. We put these
location indicators together into a convenient six-
digit location code that always indicates the east-
west location first and the north-south location

second. In this case, the grid reference for the bridge
is 887416.

APPLYING YOUR SKILLS

1. Name or describe the physical feature at each
of the following locations.

a) 900400 c) 873405

b) 920377 d) 884413

2. Name or describe the cultural feature at each of

the following locations.

a) 944399 c) 904364

b) 912393 d) 867388

3. a) You are travelling by road from the cross¬
roads at 903363 to Stanhope Beach at 923406.
In which general direction would you travel?

b) Describe the physical and cultural features
that you would see when taking the shortest
journey.

c) What is the name of the body of water
beyond Stanhope Beach?

d) Where would the nearest campsite on the
beach be located?

4. With a partner, consider the following situa¬
tion. You work at a Prince Edward Island Tourist

Information Centre. List the kinds of informa¬

tion about the Brackley-Stanhope Beach area
you would provide to:

a) a tourist from Halifax who visited the
Brackley-Stanhope area several years ago

b) a tourist from British Columbia who has
been to the Atlantic coast before, but never to

the Brackley-Stanhope beach area

c) a tourist from Tokyo, Japan, who is visiting
Canada for the first time

Finding Your Way o



Legend
0 Fredericton Exhibition Grounds
(H Fredericton Small Craft

Aquatic Centre
© Lord Beaverbrook Art Gallery
(») Old Government House
Q Christ Church Cathedral
0 University of New Brunswick
© Carriage House Inn
Q UNB Tourist Hotel

(seasonal use of student
residence)

B Tourist Information Centre
¦ Parks & Walking Trails

Arenas

¦ Sports Fields

Finding Your Way Downtown

To find our way around built-up or urban areas we use street maps which are
usually drawn on a very large scale compared to other maps. To remember the dif¬
ference between large- and small-scale maps, think of the amount of detail. A
small-scale map, such as a provincial road map, shows a small amount of detail
and a large-scale map, such as a city road map, shows a large amount of detail.

Figure 1.16 is a street map of downtown Fredericton, New Brunswick. Figure
1.17, a photograph of part of downtown Fredericton, was taken from a hot-air bal¬
loon. The following exercises will allow you to practise using a street map to
locate different sites in a downtown area. Street maps are usually drawn so that the
top of the map points north.

Figure 1.16 Street map of downtown Fredericton

e Physical Setting
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Figure 1.17
Photograph of down¬
town Fredericton.

Locate this section of

the city on the map.
What clues did you use
to identify the location?
In the photograph, find
evidence of an old

bridge that does not
show on the map.

APPLYING YOUR SKILLS

1. a) You are staying at the University of New
Brunswick Tourist Hotel. According to the street
map, what is the grid location (grid reference)
for this hotel?

b) Write a statement to describe the relative
location of this hotel.

2. a) You are meeting a friend who is staying at
the Carriage House Inn. Which street would
you take to get to this hotel?

b) You wish to relax on "The Green" for an
hour or so at street map grid reference 7D.
Where is this location on "The Green" relative to

the Carriage House Inn and the St. John River?

c) If you were to look north across the river
from this point, which park would you see?

3. a) You then walk to the building designated
on the street map by "C". What is the name of
this flat-roofed building?

b) Find this building on the photograph. What
is the grid location on the photograph?

4. From here you get a cab and go south to
Brunswick Street and then take a left towards

the church at grid reference 14F in the photo¬
graph.

a) What is the name of this church?

b) What is the grid location on the street map?

c) You then proceed towards Waterloo Row.
What is the grid reference on the street map of
the railway bridge on the photograph?

d) The cab then takes a right on University to
take you to your hotel. In which direction are
you travelling now?

5. From evidence in the photograph, how has the
river influenced the location and growth of
Fredericton?

Finding Your Way



On April 10,1912, the RMS Titanic set sail
on its maiden voyage from Southampton,
England. The Titanic was considered the
supreme symbol of human and technolog¬
ical progress. Its launch was hailed as an
event of international significance.

At 269.2 m long, 28.2 m wide, and
18.2 m deep, the Titanic was the largest ves¬
sel ever put to sea. The engines propelled
the 46 000-tonne ship at a speed of 22 knots
(one knot equals 1.85 km per hour). For
safety, its thick double-plated steel hull was
fitted with 16 "watertight" compartments. It
was equipped with the latest in communi¬
cations technology, the Marconi Telegraph.

Figure 1.18 The majestic Titanic before its launch. The ship was
described as a "floating palace." It was believed to be unsinkable.

Time Line

of [lie Sinhinp
11:40 PM Lookout sees an iceberg

straight ahead, radios,the
bridge.

12:15 AM Lighthouse keeper at :

^ Cape Race, >
¦"* Newfoundland, hears :

7/fan/c giving position
41o44'N,50o241W.

1225AM Call received from Titanic

¦ « by Carpathia. Titanic says,
"Come at once. We have

struck a berg. Position

Pt8fikfiirtZtt& S8VS. Tel'
your captain to come to
our help. We are on the
ice."

1:45 AM Last signals heard from
Titanic by Carpathia,
'Engine room full up to
the boilers."

Phymcal Setung

After leaving Southampton,
the Titanic called in at Cherbourg,
France, proceeded to Cobh,
Ireland, and then headed west¬
ward into the Atlantic Ocean en

route for New York City.
Just before midnight on April

14, the Titanic collided with an

iceberg that tore a 90-m gash in
the hull below the waterline.

The Titanic

And out there in the starlight, with no trace
Upon it of its deed but the last wave
From the Titanic fretting at its base,

Silent, composed, ringed by its icy broods,
The grey shape with the Paleolithicface
Was still the master of the longitudes.

Excerpt from The Titanic ' by Newfoundlandpoet B.J. Pratt
The Titanic tragedy had a major impact on die people of
Atlantic Canada. What do you think ~U~ in line 2 refers to?

Location of Titanic's Deathbed

Placed by Canadian Marine Official

t

i
HALIFAX, April 15,1912 The
'deathbed' of the len-million-dollar

steamer Titanic, and of probably
many who must have been dragged
down with her, is two miles
(3.2 km), at least, below the sur¬
face of the sea.

The: calculation was made by
an official of the Government

Figure 1.19 A message in a bottle that
washed ashore after the Titanic disaster.

Marine Department, who finds it
on the chart at a point about 500
miles (800 km) from Halifax and
about 70 miles (112 km) south of
the Grand Banks, where he
believes the Titanic went down.

Source: The New York Times,
April 16, 1912.
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Figure 1.20 Location on board and survival rate

Numbers of passengers
Class Gender Total

Male Female

1st

2nd

3rd

180

179

510

145

106

196

325

285

706

oo _

o

y

O Men
O Women
O Children

!¦!.-.

I First-class rooms

(aristocracy, business tycoons,
very successful professionals)

I Second-class rooms

(business and
professional people)

I Third-class rooms

(workers, immigrants)
I Stairwells I Lifeboats

Location and Survival Rate

The Titanic was equipped with only 20 lifeboats;
more than 50 would have been required to hold
all the passengers and crew. Some of the lifeboats
were rowed away half-full. Over 1500 people lost
their lives.

The Titanic tragedy was the central news item
in the media for weeks. Throughout the month
of April, ships out of Halifax and St. John's con¬
tinued with the grim task of recovering bodies.
Those bodies not claimed were buried in the

Fairview Cemetery in Halifax.

International Team Finds the Titanic
The search for the Titanic did not end with the res-

cue of the survivors and the recovery of the
deceased. Many books and movies have recorded
the disaster. In 1991, in one of the most exciting
underwater explorations ever undertaken, Canadian,
American, and Soviet scientists and a film crew

explored the Titanic's grave, which had first been
discovered in 1985. Their submersible, the Soviet-

built MIR (meaning"Peace"), could dive to depths
of 4000 m and withstand deep-sea pressures as high
as 560 kg/cm2. Under the leadership of its chief sci¬
entist, Nova Scotian Steve Blasco, the team recovered

samples from the ship for scientific analysis.
To locate the wreck, the team used GPS and

"acoustic photographs." These "photographs" are
underwater images traced by sound waves. Separate
images can be placed next to each other to make
an accurate map of the ocean floor. The team also
used new lights that allowed expedition members
to see clearly up to 20 m. "These techniques have

Figure 1.21 Submersible MIR 1 is launched off the
Akademik Keldysch, the world's largest research vessel,
with over 30 laboratories on board.
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Figure 1.22 Some of the 130 Canadian, American, and Soviet expe¬
dition participants, including scientists, submersible pilots, technicians,
ship's crew, and film production personnel. Steve Blasco points to the
importance of teamwork: "Environmental problems are not individual
problems; you have to work as a team to solve them."

revolutionized our work," says Steve Blasco.
"Before, even if you found a wreck on the
ocean floor, you wouldn't necessarily be
able to find it again. And the most you
would be able to see on the ocean floor

was three to five metres."

Not only was the expedition a land¬
mark in scientific exploration; it also
marked a new attitude toward the fund¬

ing of scientific projects. Blasco
approached the commercial film company
IMAX, which was shooting a documen¬
tary of the Titanic. He proposed that the
scientific research mission accompany the
film crew. "Anybody who wants to become
involved in science in the future will have

to become an entrepreneur," insists Blasco.
"You have to decide what kind of science

you want to do, and then go out and sell it,
whether to a research agency or a client."

REVIEWING THE IDEAS

1. What part did technology play in the story of
the Titanic? Explain with reference to:

a) the construction of the ship

b) the location and exploration of the wreck

APPLYING YOUR SKILLS

2. On an outline map of the North Atlantic:

a) Draw the route that the Titanic took from
Southampton to Cherbourg, to Cobh, and
then west across the Atlantic.

b) Indicate on your map roughly where the
Titanic collided with an iceberg, using the 1912
newspaper article as a guide.

3. a) Describe the relative location of first-,
second-, and third-class passengers with respect
to the location of lifeboats and stairwells.

b) Construct a bar graph showing the percent¬
ages of first-, second-, and third-class
passengers, using the numbers in Figure 1.20.
Use a computer graphing program, if possible.

c) Does the pattern of your graph match the
pattern of the graph showing percentage of
passengers saved? What conclusions can you
draw?

d) Do you think the location of the first-,
second-, and third-class cabins had any bearing
on survival rates? Support your answer with evi¬
dence from Figure 1.20.

4. It is April 15, 1912. You are a journalist. Write
the newsflash that will appear in the next edi¬
tion of the newspaper to report the sinking of
the Titanic. If possible, use a computer to pre¬
pare your report. Alternatively, prepare a news¬
flash that will be read on the radio. If possible
make a tape recording of your report.

Physical Setting



ANALYZING AND REFLECTING

5. a) Assume you have the opportunity to inter¬
view Steve Blasco, chief scientist of the Titanic

expedition. What questions would you ask?
Work with a partner to prepare your interview.

b) Role play the interview, answering as many
questions as you can with information from the
text. If possible, make a tape or video recording
of your interview.

6. In 1996, an unsuccessful attempt was made to
raise part of the Titanic.

a) In a group, discuss reasons for and against
raising the ship.

b) In a short speech, essay, or "letter to the
editor," argue your own point of view: Should
the Titanic be raised or should it be left as it is?

7. Re-read the excerpt from the poem "The
Titanic," on page 14.

a) Poets use images to convey what they have
to say. Give an example of the visual imagery
the poet used in this verse.

b) Do you think that Pratt would say the sink¬
ing of the Titanic offers a lesson for those who

think that technology can conquer the forces of
nature? Explain.

CONNECTING AND EXTENDING

8. a) Identify the places referred to and the
nationalities of the people involved in the
Amphion and Titanic dramas.

b) Use a globe to find the places identified.

c) Draw a world map or use an outline. Map
the places you located in (b).

d) How would you describe the relative loca¬
tion of Atlantic Canada with respect to these
countries?

e) How have advances in location technology
affected the ability of countries to cooperate in
responding to disasters at sea?

9. a) Research the attempts that have been made
to raise the Titanic. Who were the organizers?
Who funded these attempts? What technology
was used? What were the results?

b) Prepare a report or make a display of your
findings.

$EE1NC THE BI6 PICTURE

Work individually or in a group.

1. With the help of your
teacher, try to locate a satellite image that
includes your area. Identify important physi¬
cal and cultural features.

2. Obtain a topographic map that includes your
community.

a) Give the absolute and relative locations of
your community.

b) List the main physical and cultural fea¬
tures of your local area.

3. Obtain a street map of your area. Use four or
five photographs to create a display of some
of the features shown on the street map.

4. Draw a map that shows the route you take to
school. Your map should be at a larger scale
than the street map of your whole area.
Follow these steps:

a) Draw a rough sketch map before making
a good copy.

b) Indicate north.

c) Label major features such as parks, shop¬
ping centres, or schools.

d) Include a legend to explain features such
as major streets and minor streets, one-way
streets, traffic lights, etc.

e) Give your map a title.

f) Add a scale to your map.

Finding Your Way


